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U9s

Session 3: Dribbling 3

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Touch
-Balance
-Movement

Activity 1

CIRCLE CONE (10-15min)
Every player w/ a ball and
w/ a cone. Have kids
dribble around the cone as
close as they can.
Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

3v3 EITHER END ZONE:
(15-20min)
Make a grid that has two
endzones. Kids can score
by dribbling into any
endzone

Click to insert session diagram

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)

Progression:
-Must have foot one ball when
flipping cone
-Specify type of drible

Print Form

-Keep ball close to cone
-Slow down if needed
-Use all parts of your foot

-As you are at one cone already be
looking for the next
-Communication. Let teammates
know which one you are taking
-Using outside of foot when going
faster and inside or sole when
slowing down.
Discovery Question:
-When is the closest cone not the
best option?
-What did you need to do as you
got closer to a cone?

-Decision making on when to
cutback (forward isn't always best
choice)
-Trying various cutbacks and
scissors
-Changing speed

-Slow and correct is better than
fast and wrong
-Explode after making a move or
changing direction

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points

Discovery Question:
-When was it good to turn and go
Progression:
the opposite direction?
-Teams have a specific goal they go -When you had the ball what did
to
you teammates need to do to help
-Every player must touch the ball
you?
before scoring

Click to insert session diagram
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Key Coaching Points

Progression
-Only using left foot/right foot
-Only using inside/ outside/ bottom
-When you say "turn" they need to
turn and go the opposite direction
-Keep body between cone and ball

-Decision making
-Change of direction
-Ball control
-Communication

Activity 2

SNOW CONE (10-15min)
Make 2 grids with equal
number of kids. One grid
have cones scattered
upright & other grid cones
upside down. Kids dribble
flipping cones over so they
match the side they started
on. Kids can dribble into
any of the two grids. Keep
time and see which side as
most.

Objectives

COACHING REMINDER:
Establishing a "team culture"
through a few routines helps kids
feel ownership and pride.
HOMEWORK:
Circle cone 20 times each way or
how many times can you do in a
minute
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